singletouch.com.au
Single Touch for Tax Practitioners is a perfect fit
for clients with 1 to 1m employees. Design your
own file layout and present clients with your own
STP solution. Very affordable, no lock in contract
and a great way to bond with your clients.
Please visit singletouch.com.au
Single Touch Pty Ltd is an ATO Whitelisted STP Sending Service Provider

SINGLE TOUCH FOR TAX PRACTITIONERS
Single Touch Payroll. Quick, simple, affordable and perfect for managing your clients STP needs,
big or small. We are an ATO Whitelisted Sending Service Provider with an absolute focus on
providing Tax Practitioners with a viable STP solution, one that is designed for your practice.
Together, we can enable your employer clients to become STP compliant, even those with one
employee.

Brian is a Tax Practitioner and handles
the STP requirements for 15 employer
clients comprising 98 employees. His
clients have mixed pay frequencies
and on average he sends 283
employee STP messages a month.
Our Single Touch service costs him
$28.30 a MONTH, less than $2 a
client! That’s affordable.
HOW AFFORDABLE – EXACTLY?
Three of Brian’s clients have one
employee paid monthly. The cost of
the Single Touch service for each of
these is 10c.
10c makes our STP service very
affordable, even for employers with
one employee and no lock in contract.
HOW IS THIS POSSIBLE?
Using the Single Touch CSV builder,
Brian designed a suite of CSV’s that he
felt would best serve his clients.
As Brian receives client’s CSV’s, he
simply uploads them into the secure
Single Touch portal. One client
produces an XML file and he uses the
same process for this.
HOW DOES BRIAN MANAGE THIS?
Easy. Brian has one account at Single
Touch where he manages all of his
clients and through which he delivers
all the files he receives.
No chopping and changing accounts
and one detailed invoice.

”

AFFORDABLE

OUR PERSPECTIVE

EASE OF USE & CONTROL

The quality of our
software and services is
fundamental to our success
and we understand the
difficulties faced by Tax
Practitioners and their
employer clients.

It’s called Single Touch Payroll for a
reason and we get very close to the
mark. Providing you with control over
what is being sent is important so we
reveal key values before you “send”.

We embraced Single Touch
Payroll from its inception.
Working with the ATO,
Single Touch became the
first company to successfully
deliver a live STP payload,
in July 2017. Today we have
many clients running live.
The future growth
opportunities in the Single
Touch arena are truly
exciting and we look forward
to developing new products
and services to complement
your practice.

”

RAY WAUGHMAN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
SINGLE TOUCH PTY LTD

STP COMPLIANCE
Using Single Touch to deliver your
client’s data to the ATO enables your
client to become STP compliant no
matter which payroll system they use
or how their STP data is created.
VALIDATION
We apply the same validation rules
used by the ATO before your clients
STP data is delivered, so you know
immediately if that data is acceptable.
You receive an audit report from
Single Touch and an acceptance
report from the ATO.
REPORTING
Single Touch provides a range of
control reports so you can track activity
and easily reconcile the STP values
delivered to the ATO with those in your
client’s payroll.
YOUR BIGGEST BENEFIT
Your biggest benefit is that on 1st July
2018, your clients have a quick and
cost effective STP solution that
enables them to become STP
compliant.

INVOICING
Brian receives a monthly invoice
detailed by ABN making it easy to build
STP fees into his practice fee
structure.
ABN: 42 611 551 510

Single Touch Pty Ltd
Unit F2, Building F
Lane Cove Technology Park
16 Mars Road
Lane Cove West NSW 2066
T: 02 9420 4638
www.singletouch.com.au

